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                Our Reviews

                WE VALUE

                
                    OUR PATIENTS

                    

                        
                                                              “Absolute Dental provides top-class dentistry in a tranquil and very friendly environment. I have been a patient for 20 years and have total confidence in the more-complicated treatment I am now undergoing, performed almost painlessly by Deiniol with his comforting support team. We are very…”

                                Lutena Y

                                READ MORE
                                VIEW ALL REVIEWS
                            
 
                        
                                                              “For a while now, I have had incredibly sensitive teeth. I called Absolute Dental and spoke to the manager to have an appointment quickly with the dentist, Deiniol, and nurse Sara who discussed my issues with great care and solved the problem. Thank you.”

                                Rosalind

                                READ MORE
                                VIEW ALL REVIEWS
                            
 
                        
                                                              “I have been with Absolute Dental for years and have had excellent service; a very professional team. I would highly recommend it to anyone.”

                                Maurice W

                                READ MORE
                                VIEW ALL REVIEWS
                            
 
                        
                                                              “Absolutely changed my whole perception of "The Dentist". Once, I was afraid - no, I was petrified! Then Rhodri John saved the day, and years later, I haven't turned back. My hero! Thank you so very much.”

                                Nannyma E

                                READ MORE
                                VIEW ALL REVIEWS
                            
 
                        
                                                              “Friendly, happy, and caring. The best dental practice I have attended. I can trust them not to do unnecessary work, unlike my previous dentist. Absolute Dental are interested in preventative care, advising on keeping teeth clean and free from gum disease.”

                                Jane H

                                READ MORE
                                VIEW ALL REVIEWS
                            
 
                        
                                                              “After being deregistered by an NHS dentist in Kingsbridge, I was forced to go private to get my dental issues sorted. I have a massive phobia of the dentist after having several bad experiences. So I didn't go for quite a while. Absolute Dental is…”

                                Kirsty L

                                READ MORE
                                VIEW ALL REVIEWS
                            
 
                        
                                                              “Over the many years I have been coming to Absolute Dental, I have always had 100% satisfaction with my treatment from all involved. From the moment you walk into the time you leave. Just a brilliant service; thank you all.”

                                Andy E

                                READ MORE
                                VIEW ALL REVIEWS
                            
 
                        
                                                              “The first time I walked into Absolute, I was struck by the warmth of every member of the team, and I have never been let down since. This is before even mentioning their work, which is amazing. I chipped my front tooth, and Ruth made…”

                                Freya L

                                READ MORE
                                VIEW ALL REVIEWS
                            
 
                        
                                                              “Whether it's teeth and gum care or dental hygiene work, the quality of work carried out by Absolute has been both high quality and reassuring. Even when I had to have a tooth removed or an implant made, the treatment was carried out pain-free and…”

                                Michael J

                                READ MORE
                                VIEW ALL REVIEWS
                            
 
                        
                                                              “Absolute Dental have been looking after my wife and I for many years now, and we have always received first-class service. Since moving from Salcombe to Instow in North Devon in 2017, we decided to stay with Absolute Dental rather than move to another dentist…”

                                Phillip M

                                READ MORE
                                VIEW ALL REVIEWS
                            
 
                        
                                                              “I went to Absolute Dental about 10 years ago with a mouthful of implants acquired elsewhere and a few of my own teeth left. The programme of regular 3-4 month visits to the excellent hygienist Rachael and an annual check-up with Ruth has really helped…”

                                Richard T

                                READ MORE
                                VIEW ALL REVIEWS
                            
 
                        
                                                              “It is always a refreshingly relaxed experience going to Absolute Dental. From the very friendly greeting team and dental nurses to the highly professional and reassuring dentists and hygienists. Even my 6 and 8-year-old children enjoy going!”

                                Sophie D

                                READ MORE
                                VIEW ALL REVIEWS
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                            Graham Price            18:14 28 Feb 24
                                            Very pleased with the professionalism and support received from Absolute Dental for my recent treatment for a tooth implant.The completed work fully met my expectation.            
        
    
                                            
                            Pete James            14:29 20 Feb 24
                                            Excellent professional and friendly service! Caring and highly skilled health professionals delivering quality care in a relaxed atmosphere. It's always a pleasant experience whenever I visit the practice. A big thumbs up to the whole team at Absolute Dental!            
        
    
                                            
                            David Lovett            20:10 18 Feb 24
                                            I must admit that I was a bit nervous about trusting an important dentistry procedure to a ‘local dentist’ but I am leaving this review since that fear turned out to be totally without foundation. From the initial consultation throughout the process I received nothing but excellent care and medical competence from a team clearly committed to providing the most upto date processes. All this was done within a friendly caring environment and I could not fault it. Thank you Deiniol….            
        
    
                                            
                            eliot eglington            11:19 26 Jan 24
                                            Was very surprised at how I was treated here, an excellent service.  Very friendly, professional and thorough. Made me feel at ease as never like attending dentists. A totally different experience to the last two private dentists I've attended,  infact no comparison.  You could tell the staff enjoy what they do by their approach unlike many places. A far better service than i expected, the prices are also very good.  Would highly recommend without doubt.            
        
    
                                            
                            peter johnson            09:19 08 Dec 23
                                            I just became a new patient at Absolute and the care I have received has been exceptional.  Very thorough and professional and, most importantly,  kind and gentle.  Thank you.            
        
    
                                            
                            Stevan            14:12 13 Nov 23
                                            Fantastic dentist and incredible hospitality from Alex and Dr Jeni. Thank you so much for my emergency appointment and quick fix. I can smile again 😁            
        
    
                                            
                            Jade Taylor            13:12 18 May 23
                                            I went to Jeni wanting the perfect ‘wedding smile’ for my wedding this year, and she’s given me exactly that. I had Invisalign, whitening and some composite bonding and I could not be happier with the results. Jeni and the staff at absolute were amazing from start to finish. My only regret is not doing it sooner. I would recommend Jeni to everyone!!            
        
    
                                            
                            Millie Walsh            11:24 18 May 23
                                            Incredible dental work and incredible service. I won't go anywhere else now. They offer a variety of services that is hard/impossible to find in the area, and I couldn't be happier to have made the switch to Absolute Dental.            
        
    
                                            
                            Elin Griffith            20:32 17 May 23
                                            What can I say about Absolute Dental other than absolutely fabulous! Jeni and the team offer exceptional, personable dentistry services and made me feel so informed and at ease throughout my Invisalign, whitening and composite bonding journey. They are perfectionists not only in dentistry but customer service too. I highly recommend AD for Invisalign or any other dental service. Thank you for the perfect smile!!!            
        
    
                                            
                            Lutena Yates            12:56 23 Apr 23
                                            Absolute Dental provides top-class Dentistry in a tranquil and very friendly environment. I have been a patient for 20 years and have total confidence in the more-complicated treatment I am now undergoing, performed almost painlessly by Deiniol with his comforting support team. We are very fortunate to have a dentist of this calibre in Kingsbridge!            
        
    
                                            
                            Rosalind            08:08 19 Nov 22
                                            For a while now I have had incredibly sensitive teeth called Absolute Dental and manager to have an appointment quickly with the dentist Deiniol and nurse Sara who discussed my issues with great care and solved the problem- thank you            
        
    
                                            
                            Kirsty Light            20:56 11 Dec 21
                                            After being deregistered from NHS dentist in Kingsbridge, I was forced to go private to get my dental issues sorted. I have a massive phobia of the dentist after having several bad experiences. So I didn't go for quite a while.Absolute dental are amazing they have got rid of my phobia now and I feel completely at ease and fear free. They have an amazing team and talk you through everything. They make sure you're doing OK regularly when having any work done, like an extraction or just a general clean.Obviously all private practices are more expensive but it's worth it, as now I have no fear about having anything done as I know I'm in good hands. They are also very understanding regarding payments and do not rush you into paying and, if it's quite a big bill they try their best to accommodate you so you have options, so you don't have to have more stress.They will always try to fit you in for what's best and convenient for you, which really helps even when they are really busy.They are so friendly and check up on you after you've had any major treatments like an extraction etc.They also make sure you don't suffer during any treatment or after making it as comfortable as possible.I wouldn't go anywhere else as I feel 100% confident in the team and know I am in good hands. Highly recommend.They are interested in preventing you from having to keep going back and, ensuring that you know what you have to do to look after your teeth and gums. So no unnecessary treatment.            
        
    
                                            
                            Scratch Hitchen            16:03 18 Dec 19
                                            Friendly, happy, caring.  The best Dental practice I have attended.  I can trust them not to do unnecessary work, unlike my previous Dentist.  Absolute Dental are interested in preventative care, advising on keeping teeth clean and free from gum disease. Jane Hitchen            
        
    
                                            
                            SallyAnne Hawkes            17:12 08 Mar 17
                                            I have just had my third Dental appointment with Absolute Dental (which is amazing as until Nov 2016 I had a total phobia where Dentists were concerned.) I actually looked forward to going and even admit I enjoyed the appointment. My Hygienist was Christina who is  a very caring person who puts you at ease straight away. When you  have a person perform a procedure on you, you have to have trust in that person (it is the same with a hairdresser or Doctor as it is with a Dentist).   I trust all the staff at Absolute Dental 100% they care about your teeth/gums and oral hygiene.   Now I think about my teeth, I  care about my teeth and never want to have to say '  I wish that I had looked after my teeth  better'.Thank you Absolute Dental for giving me back my smile .            
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